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the player controls batman, making his way around arkham city to complete mission objectives. in addition to the primary mission, the game introduces various secondary missions, which are not required, featuring a number of key characters and their stories. the player can opt to move silently,
avoiding inmates and other enemies using a combination of gadgets to sneak up on enemies to incapacitate them. batman's gliding ability has also been upgraded, allowing players to dive downward and pull themselves back up, making it much faster to move through the air. at other times, the player
may be forced to fight inmates using an improved version of the freeflow combat system from arkham asylum, allowing for multiple simultaneous counters, the ability to counter thrown objects, jump attacks, powerful multi-strike beat-downs, upgraded batarang and batclaw attacks, and the ability to
use gadgets such as the explosive gel and line launcher in freeflow. movement about the city is made difficult due to the formation of gangs and territory between rival villains, such as two-face, the penguin, and the joker, that causes in-fighting that batman has the option of avoiding. prepared the
concussion dtonator to stun nd disorient groups of opponents in shut combat.new and well known characters: experience a fresh new take on iconic batman personas including black cover up, penguin, deathstroke, ban, deadshot, anarky, cptain gordon, the jokr, copperhead, firefly nd others however
to become revealed.new online setting: have fun with online with buddies and foes in 3v3v2 gameplay that blends conventional arkham gamepiay with third-prson shooter mechanics. hunt as batman r robin against th nearly all challenging opponents however - buddies and some other gamers online -
or take a walk on the darkish aspect as a super-villain elite and end up being component of the jokr or bane's team.
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the events of arkham city take place somewhere between six and eighteen months after batman: arkham asylum . quincy sharp, former warden of arkham asylum, has taken credit for stopping the joker's asylum takeover, and used the notoriety to become mayor of gotham city. deeming arkham and
blackgate penitentiary no longer suitable to contain the city's criminals, sharp has both facilities closed and buys out a large section of gotham's slums, converting them into an immense open-air prison named arkham city. the facility is placed in the care of genius psychiatrist hugo strange who is

secretly manipulating sharp and guarded by a squad of heavily-armed mercenaries hired from a rogue private military firm, tyger security. the inmates are given free rein as long as they do not attempt to escape. batman maintains a vigil over the detention city, concerned that the chaotic situation
there will get out of hand. meanwhile, the joker is stricken with a potentially fatal disease, mutated by his consumption of, and subsequent transformation by, the titan formulaan unstable steroid serum which has the ability to turn men into maddened monsters. wayne, as the latest focus of sharp's
vendetta, is kidnapped by tyger security operatives working for hugo strange, who is privy to his dual identity as batman. strange intends to unveil new plans for arkham city before the night is up, an operation codenamed protocol 10, which will establish himself as supreme ruler of gotham. now an

inmate, the dark knight manages to have alfred pennyworth deliver his crimefighting equipment to him directly via an airdrop, and he prepares to save catwoman from two-face for the sake of their past relationship while uncovering the true nature of protocol 10. 5ec8ef588b
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